SHORTS
Mixing Pleasure With Business
t’s no secret that the dividing lines between work and home have become blurred.
The interplay appears to even extend to vacation periods.
Interesting results from a recent survey:
• Sixty-nine percent say they understand that while on vacation circumstances may
arise that require their attention
• Many take the initiative with 59% checking voice mail, 62% calling for reasons
other than retrieving messages and 46% checking their e-mail
• Mobile phones (63%), laptops (16%), PDAs (13%) and pagers (8%) are among the
communication methods utilized
• Young adults and men are slightly more likely to keep in touch than older workers
and females. More women, however, are sure to have a cell phone in place while
on vacation
• Maybe it’s a somewhat more relaxed lifestyle, but Midwest workers are less likely to
check e-mail or engage in work-related phone calls or electronic communications
than their counterparts in other areas of the country
Resource: American Demographics at www.demographics.com
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Media Dropping Washington Beats
recent annual review reveals that federal agencies that function as the face
of government for many Americans are receiving declining or disappearing
media attention, among them the Social Security Administration and the
Department of Veterans Affairs.
The Social Security Administration, for example, was subject to full-time scrutiny
from three reporters in 2001 but none a year later. There was no coverage at all
of the Department of Veterans Affairs (an agency with a $50.8 billion budget and
more than 200,000 employees) in either 2001 or 2002.
Even the Supreme Court has seen a decline in media coverage, from 13 news
organizations to nine.
Among the reasons offered:
• Often a journalist does not need
to be present at an agency’s office
to pick up routine information
• Many news organizations consider
the Internet a way to address
gaps in information access as
agencies circulate announcements
through the web, fax, e-mail
and even telephone conference calls
• Due to limited staff and efforts to maintain declining readership, news organizations
channel resources to make government events more interesting for their audiences.
Coverage of the Justice Department and the Department of Defense, for example,
has increased based on polls indicating reader interest
Finally, media members say government information isn’t always flashy enough
to warrant front-page status. When it does, it is usually for an example of waste,
fraud, abuse or mismanagement. In response, agencies reduce or eliminate their
press resources, including their public information offices.
Resource: American Journalism Review at www.ajr.org
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Huntington Adopts
Team Approach
ince September, Huntington County
has had a new program in place
that is designed to bring business
and community leaders together.
Seven community leaders have joined
together to ask businesses one simple
question: “What can we do for you?”
Those leaders are the Huntington mayor,
superintendent of the county school district,
executive director of United Way, CEO
of Parkview/Huntington Hospital and
presidents of the county commissioners,
Chamber of Commerce and United
Economic Development Corporation.
“The goal is to tell the industries of
Huntington County that if they have a
question or problem, they can tell us
and we will help fix it,” says Jeff Kyle,
president of the Huntington County
Chamber of Commerce.
Kyle and at least three of the other
leaders meet with a business. The
company leaders discuss some of the
“hot issues” facing them; job training,
health care, child care and care for the
elderly have been frequently mentioned.
The issues are documented and filed. When
the business meetings are complete, the
results will be compiled and the leaders
will make plans to solve the major
problems.
The program has been very well
received, mainly because Huntington
leaders aren’t going into it with their
own agendas, Kyle says. Instead, they
are there to see what they can do to
improve the community.
Through November, the group had
met with 13 businesses.
Resource: Jeff Kyle, Huntington
County Chamber of Commerce,
at (260) 356-5300
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Taking the Politics
Out of Road Repair
hen a state has thousands of miles of highways, bridges
and other infrastructure to maintain, repair decisions
are always going to come with some controversy.
States are looking to reduce the difficulties by utilizing
asset management. The goal is to fund highway upkeep according
to roadway performance, rather than allowing legislators or
other politicians to dictate repairs in their home areas.
Roger Manning, communications manager for the Indiana
Department of Transportation
(INDOT), says the state has
successfully implemented
such procedures. Funds are
allocated to INDOT, and how
those funds are used is at the
discretion of the state.
“Our engineers go out
and evaluate what needs to
be done and then we do it,”
Manning says. “We try to get
input from our legislators, but
repair is scheduled based on
necessity, not a project-byproject basis.”
INDOT’s construction budget
increased to approximately
$797 million in 2001, making
that the largest construction season ever in Indiana. From
1996 to 2001, INDOT’s roadway spending increased 154%.
The majority of the investment, approximately 75%,
goes toward preservation and reconstruction work. Most of
the new construction was made possible by the state’s
Crossroads 2000 program.
Resources: Governing magazine at www.governing.com
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Indiana Department of Transportation at (317) 233-4675
or www.in.gov/dot

A Different Take on Taxes
he following is an explanation of tax cuts in terms
that everyone can understand.
Suppose that every day 10 men go to a restaurant
for dinner with the bill totaling $100. If the bill was paid
the way we pay our taxes, the first four men would pay
nothing; the fifth would pay $1; the sixth $3; the seventh
$7; the eighth $12; the ninth $18; and the 10th man (the
richest) would pay $59.
Since the men were such good customers, the owner
reduced the cost of their meal by $20. Dinner for the 10 would
now cost $80. The owner suggested a payment system that
would fairly divide the savings. Under the new system, the
fifth man (like the first four) would pay nothing; the sixth
$2 instead of $3; the seventh $5 instead of $7; the eighth
$9 instead of $12; the ninth $12 instead of $18 and the
10th man $52 instead of $59.
Outside the restaurant, the men began to compare their
savings. “I only got a dollar out of the $20,” complained the
sixth man, “and he got $7,” pointing to the 10th man. “Yeah,
that’s right,” exclaimed the fifth man. “I only saved a dollar
too. It’s unfair that he got seven times more than me!”
“That’s true,” shouted the seventh man. “”Why should
he get $7 back when I got only $2? The wealthy get all the
breaks.” The first four men yelled, “Wait a minute. We
didn’t get anything at all. The system exploits the poor.”
The nine men surrounded the 10th and beat him up.
The next night he didn’t show
up for dinner, so the nine sat
down and ate without him. But
when it came time to pay the bill,
they discovered something
important. They were $52 short!
That is how America’s tax
system works. The people
who pay the highest taxes get
the most benefit from a tax reduction. Tax them too much,
attack them for being wealthy, and they just may not show
up at the table any more.
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Agreement to Assist Mergers
recent informal accord between the U.S. and the European
Union (EU) will speed business mergers that could
otherwise be lost in power struggles between the two sides.
This agreement will allow the U.S. and Europe to simultaneously
examine planned mergers, heading off investor confusion and
making it less costly for businesses to coordinate major deals.
The goal is to avoid a repeat of the GE-Honeywell debacle – a
merger approved by U.S. regulators but squashed by EU
antitrust authorities.
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, the objectives
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of the agreement, if met, will enhance cooperation between the
U.S. antitrust agencies and the EU in merger review and minimize
the risk of different outcomes. A spokesman states that many
of the “best practices” outlined have been in effect informally
for a long time, but formal adoption will increase transparency
and provide important guidance to all participants.
An upcoming wave of deals will benefit from the new
agreement, including those involving manufacturing firms,
pharmaceuticals, defense and financial services.
Resource: U.S. Department of Justice at www.usdoj.gov
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SHORTS
Teacher Recruitment a Whole New Game
he art of finding qualified teachers has undergone a transformation.
Putting out the help wanted sign and contacting a few area colleges and
universities may have gone a long way at one point. Today’s recruitment
efforts require a much more sophisticated approach.
School administrators in Georgia are following the lead of car salesmen and
college sports recruiters in taking a more direct approach. In the effort to attract
and hire the best, one human resources director follows up face-to-face contact
with letters, e-mails and phone calls.
“There’s a personal touch to it. I’ve seen that personal touch and what it
means to my son,” says Ron Bushee, whose son Jeff is a star football player being
recruited by colleges and universities. “That’s what we’re trying to do here. We
keep our name in front of them. It’s a sales approach.”
School leaders are stressing amenities such as a clean building, the necessary
supplies to do the job and a proper environment for students. At the next level
are financial incentives – reimbursing for moving costs, offering a signing bonus
or paying off a student loan.
Base salary doesn’t hurt either. Despite difficult economic times, Bushee’s
Georgia district spent nearly $2 million to ensure that all certified employees
received an additional $1,000 in their contracts this year.
All that does, Bushee notes, is help the district be competitive against others
in the area. It’s the little things – showing teachers respect and appreciation –
that is proving successful in attraction and retention.
Resource: Macon Telegraph at www.macon.com
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Richmond on the Technology Trail
echnology innovation programs are not limited to major cities. Main Street
Richmond-Wayne County is creating a new technology zone in its downtown
– an area referred to locally as “Uptown Richmond.”
“Our goal is to create in the community an awareness of a technology-driven
new economy,” says Renee Oldham, executive director of Main Street Richmond-Wayne
County. Other goals are to expand Richmond’s workforce from what has traditionally
been blue collar and offer more technological opportunities.
Consider the success of Tech Summit 2002. It delivered an innovative program
that gave local people a chance to have experts explain how they can tame technology
and use it for their business, job or at home.
“The turnout for the summit was even greater than we expected,” says Michele
Walker, marketing director for Main Street Richmond-Wayne County. “We got a lot
of positive responses from people saying they found it informative and enjoyable.”
The daytime sessions offered a variety of topics on how to better use available
computers and related technology. The evening hours targeted families with sessions
focused on using technology in local schools, protecting against Internet fraud, keeping
the Internet safe for kids, e-mail and distance education.
Richmond and Wayne County government groups and businesses have invested
$181,000 in their Main Street Richmond-Wayne County Technology Initiative
Program. The Indiana Department of Commerce is contributing $153,000 from the
state’s Strategic Development Fund to support the technology zone effort.
Walker says that most people in Richmond agree that technology-driven jobs
are good for the community and local economy. She notes that there is significant
interest in exploring new ways to make them available.
Resources: Main Street Richmond-Wayne County at (765) 962-8151 or
www.uptownrichmond.com
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Renewables –
the Wrong Way
he Indiana Chamber advocates strong
state and federal energy policies
with one of the provisions being a
diversified fuel mix, including the increased
use of renewable electricity sources. BizVoice
focused on renewables as part of its
2002 series on our state’s energy future.
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The potential economic and
environmental benefits have been well
documented. The drawbacks – ranging
from a lack of resources to the current high
costs associated with some renewables –
have also been chronicled. Market
conditions and further technology
developments will determine the extent
of future renewable use.
California is not waiting for the market
forces to play out. Recent legislation requires
the state’s private utilities to increase the
share of renewable source electricity they
sell to customers by 1% a year – reaching
20% by 2017. Opponents argue the bill
is too cumbersome and may actually
impede construction of wind and solar
farms because of high costs, including a
provision that prevailing wages must be
paid on new construction projects.
Vince Griffin, Chamber vice president
of environmental and energy policy, questions
the prudence of California’s program.
“The nation watched as California’s
flawed electric deregulation program drove
utilities into bankruptcy and left its electric
power system in shambles,” Griffin points
out. “Some of those same elements seem
to be incorporated into their ‘forced
renewables’ program.”
A better option, he notes, would be
an incentive program that blends advanced
renewable technology research and market
forces that will drive the use of renewable
energy.
Resource: Vince Griffin at (317) 264-6881
e-mail: vgriffin@indianachamber.com
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